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Objectives of the research : better understand what we are assessing and how assessments might be
improved (see part 3 below).
Purposes : link the results gathered in large scale assessment to the current developments in research
in mathematics education to use them as tool in assessment purposes (see part 3 and 4).
Methods and techniques : those belonging to the Didactique of mathematics field as well as
measurement and classificatory ones (implicative analysis and IRT) (see part 4).
Data sources : national large scale assessments (see part 2).
Educational goals : helping teachers to become more professional and particularly to change from
making intuitive judgements about students' knowledge to making informed judgements (see part 1).
Scientific interest : linking two separate research fields : research in evaluation and measurement on
the one hand and research in mathematics education on the other one (see part 4).
********
The research presented has been undertaken within a specific educational context and leans largely on
specific large scale assessment settings. It also makes large use of ideas, concepts, and results
developed and obtained around the so called "French School of Didactique of Mathematics"
For a better understanding of the presentation it seemed more appropriate in this paper to give greater
emphasis to part 1 and part 2 : the context of the research and the description of the large scale
assessments involved. Meanwhile it is part 3 which is aimed to be the core of the presentation.
1 - Context of the research
In the educational field at least, France has constantly resisted using and spreading measurement ideas,
theories, and tools. The tradition is that most assessment consists of marking classwork, with the
underlying idea that where teaching is good, assessing is not an issue.
Reasons may be found on the teacher side as well as on the measurement one. It is well acknowledged
that, in France at least, teachers would not allow being deprived of any part of their right to judge
students independently. Much empirical research supports this view, showing holistic teachers'
assessments more reliable than usual marking methods.
Another reason i the fact that, for a long time, research focus has been put on reliability (from
PIERON (1930) to NOIZET (1980)...). The name coined for that research field (docimologie)
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addresses the only measurement issue teachers have been usually aware of and that contributed to
move them from other measurement interests.
It seems useful to recall that, in France, MCQ formats have been steadily discarded for assessment
purposes. They have meanwhile made recent but still rare appearances in some mass examinations as
well as in some competitions (i.e. : KANGOUROU), but until now the baccalaureate exam has
resisted (and it is well acknowledged that the French educational system is Baccalaureate driven ! ).
2 - New assessment needs identified
In the late 80s, apart from casual classroom assessments and official examinations, needs and room
for other types of assessments became clear and more likely to be accepted by teachers. Two goals
were identified : the first one addresses needs for evaluating the curriculum, the second one addresses
the possibility of providing teachers with assessment tools likely to help them diagnosing students'
needs. Independently organized, but linked in several ways, two National assessment settings are
providing important information and are acknowledged to change teachers' assessment practices and
conceptions. At the same time new research questions have emerged as well as needs for ways to
better understand what is ultimately at stake when assessing (what does such or such observed fact
really mean ?)
First have a glance at those two settings (see chart) :
1 - The EVAPM observatory
For about 10 years, the French Association of Mathematics Teachers (APMEP), associated with
several research institutes (IREM,...), and with several official bodies, has undertaken a series of
large scale assessments at secondary level (grade 6 to 12). The first aim has been the evaluation
of a new national mathematics curriculum (implemented, one year at a time, from 1986 to now).
The second has been to provide teachers and officials with valid students' achievement indicators
as well as with "good" assessment items and designs (the meaning ofgood has evolved and is
exemplified below, and in more details in the EVAPM reports).
2 - The DEP assessments
Each year, since 1989, the Evaluation and Future Planning Department in the Ministry of
Education (DEP) has organized diagnostic tests for all the 3th, 6th, and 10th grade students. The
tests are accompanied by teacher training in use of the results. No individual marks are given but
students' profiles are issued to encourage teachers to individualize their teaching and to trace
more closely each personal student's development.
On the whole, these settings have been providing us with lots of data, reports, analyses and findings, as
well as directions for further research. An computerized item bank (EVAPMIB) contains all items,
results obtained in large scale studies and further analysis. It is now used for developing new tests and
for math teachers' and math-inspectors' training (see example figure 1 and 2 : EVAPMIB items out of
about 2 000 items available).
This presentation aims to give more information on what has been drawn from those studies
concerning the overall quality of assessment items and tests and on the methods used (or presently
developed) to assess that quality.
3 - Research questions and findings
The main questions address the meaning of students' observed answers to assessment items along
with the possibility to improve the usefulness of the information gathered in assessments by better
designing assessment items and tests.
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But usefulness for what purpose ? First to better assess the state of students' personal knowledge,
second to gain better ideas on how one might help to improve that knowledge. The first issue here is to
assure internal validity.
That may sound like an impossible dream : being sure that what you are looking at in an assessment
fits the best observation choice you could have planned according to what you have to decide, and at
the same time be informed of the profound meaning of what you are observing.
But this general idea quickly splits into more acceptable research questions : what kind of
dependencies do exist between observed facts ? Does that mean anything for subsequent knowledge
development ? statistically or compellingly ? What is the effect of items context, vocabulary, sentence
structure, mode of testing,... ? The final but not easier problem is to relate the results to the
foundamental issues.
4 - Methods and theories involved
First initiated in France, but more and more spread and developed in other countries, the so called
"Research in Didactique of Mathematics" field provides us with concepts and models that have proved
their usefulness in much research on Mathematics Education. In assessment matters, as well as in
other educational topics, we surely have to make "a step aside" (CHEVALLARD) and cease
confusing observations with reality. For that the use of diverse didactic concepts as intermediate tools
has proved valuable.
It would be necessary here to make specific references to some "didactic" concepts such as : "didactic
variables", "didactic contract" (BROUSSEAU, G., 1986), "conceptual field" (VERGNAUD, G., 1990),
"didactic transposition" (CHEVALLARD, Y., 1985 ),...
Several complementary methods are used to analyze assessment items and tests :
Didactic Item Analysis
The Didactic Item Analysis Method tries to trace the different meanings it is possible to draw out of
assessments on epistemological and didactic points of view. The systematic tracing of some given
items across grades helps in this way, but it is far from being sufficient.
The method proposed is aimed to link the observation made with what has been taught and with the
context in which the teaching takes place (curricular aspects). It also takes into account change
expected or observed in results when assessment items are modified without altering their formal
content.
One of the item qualities is their potential to reveal something about the kind of relation the student has
with knowledge. Knowledge type and quality are themselves described using current theories about
teaching and particularly about math teaching.
In addition, the Implicative Analysis method (GRAS R, 1979), as well as Item Response Curves and
IRT parameters, are currently used to detect items of interest, item bias, information provided by
particular items,...(see example figure 3). Many items that may cause problems when aggregated for
scaling purposes provide useful information about the student's state of knowledge. Such items can
also be useful for exploring the configuration and boundaries of conceptual fields.
On the whole, the general idea of using mathematics items as revealers of the type and the quality of
students' acquired knowledge seems to work.
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Observatoire EVAPM

Equipe associée à l'INRP
L'Observatoire EVAPM est Organisé par l'APMEP
Avec le concours des IREM de BESANÇON et de POITIERS
et du Groupement de Recherche Didactique du CNRS

After a 40% price increase, the new price of a given object is 84 F.
How much did this object cost before the increase ?
Show your work and justify your answer

Correct answer
University entrance 1985 (humanities) : 30 %
Grade 8, 1989 : 05 %
Grade 9, 1990 : 22 %
Grade 10 entrance (general high school) : 24%
Grade 11, 1993 :
Scientific track : 80 %
Mathematics option : 93% Question not attempted
Economics track : 59 %
Grade 11, 1993 :
Scientific track : 04 %
Literature track
: 49 %
Economics track : 10 %
Technical track
: 53 %
Literature track : 11 %
Technical track : 11 %

Direct use of the 1.4 multiplicative coefficient
Grade 11, 1993 :
Scientific track
: 19 %
Mathematics option : 21%
Economics track : 17 %
Literature track
: 21 %
Technical track
: 19 %
Question Université Paris 7
EVAPM1/93 Question CC 19-21

Observatoire EVAPM

Trace la bissectrice de l'angle xOy
x

Equipe associée à l'INRP
L'Observatoire EVAPM est Organisé par l'APMEP
Avec le concours des IREM de BESANÇON et de POITIERS
et du Groupement de Recherche Didactique du CNRS

C

Trace la bissectrice de l'angle BAC

y
A

O

Succes : 69 %

B

Succes : 28 %
Grade 6 - 1989
C

x

Médiane

Bissectrice
y
O

A

B

Conception "Bissectrice = Milieu = Médiane"
Error interpreted as misconception
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The places those item take in the implicative analysis of
the entire test.

Two items pulled out of a 22 item EVAPM test WA passed in
1992 at the end of grade 9 level : items 7 and 8

Indice de discrimination : a ≈ 0,7
Indice de difficulté : b ≈ 0
Indice de pseudo-chance : c = 0
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Success rate : 20 %

Explications et calculs

La population MONDIALE était alors d'environ 4
milliards d'habitants.
Donne, en millions d'habitants, une valeur
approchée du nombre d'habitants de l'ITALIE à
cette époque.

7

No answer : 20 %

Success rate : 44 %

Explications et calculs

Il y a quelques années, la population de l'ITALIE était
le douzième de celle de l'EUROPE.
La population de l'EUROPE était le sixième de la
population MONDIALE.
Quelle fraction de la population mondiale la
population de l'ITALIE représentait-t-elle ?

Probabilité de réussite à l'item considéré
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